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 The following steps should be done by the learner: Run the python file in an jupyter notebook and follow the instructions. Compile the file to run The flow should be as follows: Compile the notebook to a file on the server side. Run the file on the server side. I checked the.ipynb file but I do not see anything to actually do this. A: The default.ipynb files can be viewed using the %pip view command
You can run this command to view all of the files in the current directory .\bin\pip\pip.exe install ipykernel .\bin\pip\pip.exe view %pip% You can then navigate to the.ipynb file you want and run it. .\bin\pip\pip.exe run %pip% ipynb.ipynb You can also download the specific.ipynb file from your local machine and run it. %pip install ipykernel %pip install %ipynb% %pip run %ipynb% Alternatively

to Pipenv, you can install and use the package itself (Jupyter/IPython kernel, notebook/lab) within your own environment. Please follow these steps: python3 -m pip install ipykernel --user (ipykernel will be installed in your PATH) Open any.ipynb file NOTE: Do NOT use the classic ipynb format, the kernel won't be able to access the file correctly. Follow these steps to create your.ipynb file from
scratch: Navigate to the directory containing your notebook file Open a terminal in the project directory and enter the command nbt export example: export notebook/notebook1.ipynb You will get a url to the generated file. Open a web browser and navigate to the link you get: You can also open the notebook using the notebook/lab command, for example: nbt lab Where the notebook file is the name

you gave to the exported file in step 4. 82157476af
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